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A new community for all

Winterbourne Fields will be a new sustainable community of
up to 1,750 homes close to the villages of Dunkirk, BoughtonUnder-Blean, Oversland and Selling.
Central to the vision will be an encouragement for existing and
future residents to use alternative forms of transport other
than the car. But to help this to be achieved the A2 across Swale
needs to be modernised. Winterbourne Fields will play its part
in making this happen.
Our proposals will:
Create new slip roads on the A2 for both east and
west bound traffic
Alleviate the current pressures on the existing
local road network
Enable traffic to by pass Boughton and Dunkirk
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Taking away the need to travel by car
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Winterbourne Fields offers
a once in a generation
chance to improve access
to and from the A2 at
Dunkirk and Boughton.
The scheme will alleviate
congestion travelling
along The Street in
Dunkirk and Boughton.

We are committed to creating a community which takes away
the need to travel by car.
To make this happen a key priority for Winterbourne Fields is to help fix
existing transport issues in the area. We will prioritise schemes that will
help you move around the area so that you can shift from the car to other
forms of transport. But first we need to reduce the amount of traffic on
local roads, especially in those villages affected by the pressures caused by
congestion using The Street.
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Current Problems...

Our Solutions...

The existing Dunkirk
junctions are
substandard and
unsafe.

Delivers Highways
England approved slip
roads. They will be
modern and safe.

The Boughton bypass does not stop
unnecessary traffic
going along local roads,
making The Street too
congested too often.

Our new slip roads will
reduce unnecessary
traffic from needing to
travel along The Street.

Residents have become
too dependent on their
cars. Alternative forms
of transport are simply
not attractive.

Increase the safety of
the local road network
making cycling and
walking more attractive.
We will also help
improve the local bus
network.
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We are confident that Winterbourne Fields can deliver a truly sustainable
car minimal scheme. We can turn these aspirations into reality.
We want to listen to, engage with, and learn from you as to what
sustainable transport issues you would like resolved in your community.
The team is currently working on a creating a car minimal scheme. We will
shortly be engaging with you on how we can co-create. This will include
work on:
•
•
•
•

Walking
Cycling
Improving local bus services
Electric vehicles

In the meantime, please do keep in touch.

WAYS TO KEEP IN TOUCH
www.winterbournefields.com
community@winterbournefields.com

02031966587

